
A fanatic warrior in the Spirit Cats’ hypermystical Purifiers, 
Angus Drummond is the quintessential Nova Cat – young, 
aggressive, and single-mindedly driven by visions in the name 
of his spiritual purity.  He is especially known for going 
on vision quests right before battle, and often enters the 
fray in a nearly delusional state.  This state makes him an 
unpredictable warrior, even to those under his command, as 
he will fight one day with almost suicidal zeal and another 
day with cold detachment.  Somehow, in spite of this erratic 
behavior, Angus has not only survived in the Spirit Cats 
– he has excelled.  He won his Bloodname, it is said, in an 
unaugmented match in which he loudly declared that he carried 

within him the soul of Anna Rosse, one of the Nova 
Cat Clan’s founders.  He then racked up an incredible 
string of combat victories to ascend to the rank of Star Captain 
in charge of a mixed Supernova Trinary.
  Angus, though he is somewhat unbalanced during battle, is 
astonishingly clear minded outside the cockpit, and is something 
of a strategic and logistical genius.  His victories have often 
been attributed to this trait; he carefully plans each engagement 
beforehand, anticipating the needs of those under his command 
before they take the field.  It is also known that Angus has not 
yet completed his own personal journey – one that he believes 
leads to the coveted post of Oathmaster for the Spirit Cats.  In 
this he has been thus far thwarted by the chaotic Oathmaster 
Grand Melees, but his commitment to this goal has not diminished.
  Compounding Angus’ off-field troubles are the ambitions of 
his underlings, particularly those of Janis Nova Cat.  So far, 
however, Angus’ fanatical devotion to the Spirit Cats, and 
particularly Galaxy Commander Kev Rosse, have protected him from 
Janis’ efforts to usurp his authority in the Purifiers.
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Commentary
The Diamond Shark Clan (today known as Clan Sea 
Fox) conceived the Mad Cat Mk II as a produced-for-sale ‘Mech 
to both Inner Sphere and Clan customers around the time of the 
Inner Sphere’s final victory over the Crusader Clans.  Basing 
the design on the original Mad Cat (known to the Clans as the 
Timber Wolf), the Sharks upgraded the size, firepower, and armor 
of the lethal ‘Mech and fielded working models after a very brief 
development period.  The Nova Cats became one of the biggest 
customers of the Diamond Sharks-Sea Foxes, and so it comes as 
little surprise that this particular Mk II, SF933-02S, originated 
with a sale to the Cats in the late 3060s.  Assigned to the 
Cats’ Delta Galaxy, SF933-02S served in several engagements 
when the Clan fought alongside Devlin Stone against the Word 
of Blake Jihad, including the Battle for Benjamin, in which its 
MechWarrior claimed seven ‘Mech and vehicle kills in a single 
firefight with Blakist-backed mercenaries.
  Angus Drummond, the latest warrior to command this fearsome 
machine, has named it the “Cats’ Shield” in reference to his  
self-perceived role as defender of the Spirit Cats’ true destiny.

MECH: MAD CAT II
Serial Number: SF933-02S
Mass: 90 tons
Chassis: DCSAM Endo 4
Power Plant: Type 79 360XL 
Fusion
Cruising Speed: 43 kph
Maximum Speed: 65 kph
Jump Jets: Grandthrust Mk.5
Armor: Forging ZM15 Ferro-
Fibrous
Armament:
2 Type X “Short Bow” LRM-15 
  Launchers
4 Series 1a ER Large Lasers
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